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RF Breast Cancer Detection Employing a
Non-characterized Vivaldi Antenna and a

MUSIC-Inspired Algorithm
Giuseppe Ruvio, Raffaele Solimene, Antonietta D’Alterio, Max J. Ammann, and Rocco Pierri

Abstract

A novel microwave breast cancer detection system consisting of an Evolutionary Global Optimized Vivaldi antenna and an
algorithm inspired by MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) is presented. Its performance is assessed by using a simplified
numerical breast phantom for a number of critical conditions including the presence of fibroglandular tissues.

Index Terms

Electromagnetic inverse scattering, linear inverse problems

I. I NTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women and X-ray mammography is the most widely used diagnostic technology
in mass screening. However, its detection capabilities have been shown to be limited due to poor benign/malignant tissue
contrast. Indeed, between4% and 34% of all breast cancers are missed and nearly70% of all breast lesions turn out to be
benign [1]. In addition, as X-ray mammography requires breast compression, chest wall adjacent regions are left unscreened.
Furthermore, the exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation may reduce patient compliance with screening recommendations
and limit frequent check-ups.

These concerns motivated the search for techniques that image other physical tissue properties or metabolic changes. Among
them, active microwave based diagnostic techniques have triggered great interest. At UHF frequencies, normal and malignant
breast tissues exhibit a sharper dielectric contrast which can be greater than2 : 1, i.e., notably superior to the radiographic
density exploited by X-ray mammography [2]. At the same time, the need for breast compression and ionizing screening are
eliminated.

Over the last two decades, significant research activities were focused on the early detection of breast cancer by microwave
imaging which led to several techniques for detecting, localizing and characterizing tumors in breast tissues. Such methods can
be broadly grouped into two categories: one which aims at reconstructing the dielectric and conductivity maps of the breast
and another which detects and localizes in-homogeneities in the breast. In both cases, an electromagnetic inverse scattering
problem exists [3].

In the first case the intrinsic non-linearity of inverse scattering problems is taken into account. Accordingly, retrieving
the dielectric and conductivity profiles entails running optimization schemes which are computationally intensive [4]. Those
imaging solutions also suffer from reliability problems due to the occurrence of false solutions. This is a common consequence
of deterministic minimization algorithms [5].

For the second class, simplified scattering models are employed, so that the detection problem requires linear procedures.
Delay and sum procedure (and their different variants [6]), time-reversal algorithm [7] and the distributional approach [8]
are a few of focusing algorithms based on linear inversion. Of course, as simplified models are employed, only ”qualitative”
information can be gathered and, hence, a further classification step is generally needed [9]. However, problems of reliability
and computational burden are avoided.

In 2007 Lazebnik [10], [11] conducted a large scale study to experimentally determine the microwave dielectric properties of
a variety of normal, malignant and benign breast tissues obtained from cancer surgeries. Those results stimulated improvement
of beam-forming algorithms to take into account the reduced benign/malignant breast tissue dielectric contrast. Dielectrically
heterogeneous MRI-derived breast models and ideal radiating elements were used to assess tumor localization for different
radar configurations and contrast enhancement techniques. However, if ideal sources are very useful to promptly evaluate
imaging algorithms, the design of the front-end of an RF breast cancer imaging system has fundamental importance for the
overall performance. In particular, antennas must fulfil specific requirements including operating band, field penetration inside
the breast, phase-center stability, compactness and cost.

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) antennas emerge as suitable candidates for this application due to their properties such as large
operating band, phase-linearity and compactness. Therefore, different antenna geometries have been proposed in literature.

G. Ruvio and M. J. Ammann are with the Antenna and High Frequency Research Centre, Dublin Institute of Technology, Kevin Street, Dublin 8, Ireland.
R. Solimene, A. D’Alterio and R. Pierri are with Seconda Università di Napoli, Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell’Informazione, via Roma 29, I-81031 Aversa,

Italy.
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Fig. 1. Configuration layout.

Planar monopole antennas are able to combine a miniaturized low-profile design with very broad impedance matched bandwidth
and good stability when placed close to the breast [12], [13]. However, their omnidirectional behavior can lead to interference
coming from unwanted directions. The same drawback might affect a dipole antenna placed conformally around the breast
phantom as investigated in [14]. Horn antennas have been also proposed for their large operating bandwidth and directive pattern
[15]. But their bulky structure is suitable just for multi-monostatic configurations with only one TX/RX antenna that moves
across a certain number of scanning positions. In [16], [17] a wide-slot antenna is introduced as a radiator for a31-element
conformal array. Its size is affordable in the frequency range4−8 GHz, where the limited field penetration is compensated for
the large number of array elements. Vivaldi antennas combine a large impedance matching bandwidth together with a directive
pattern, so that they can divert more power towards the target and reduce backscattering coming from obstacles outside the
volume under investigation. In [18] Vivaldi antennas are miniaturized by corrugating the external flanges to operate as breast
cancer sensors in the frequency range3.1− 6.85 GHz. Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) techniques can also be employed
in order to improve their UWB features [19], [20]. EGO optimisation was used in [13], where a planar antipodal Vivaldi
antenna is evaluated in terms of operating bandwidth, fidelity factor and field penetration into a planar breast phantom.

In this paper a novel breast cancer detection system consisting of a planar antipodal Vivaldi antenna and a detection algorithm
inspired basedby MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) [21] is presented. As an a priori characterization of the antenna is
not required, a complex optimized geometry can be chosen without the necessity of further algorithm tailoring. The performance
of suchantenna + algorithmsystem can be compared to what was obtained by using an ideal dipole source as presented in
[22]. In particular, the antenna phase response is not required to be known a priori, neither is this calibrated before achieving
tumor detection. Indeed, such characterization is not required at all in any detection stage of the proposed procedure. In order
to focus on this aspect, a simplified breast model is considered, although in combination with a non-ideal antenna as commonly
done in the literature [14], [23], [24]. When the antenna is located close to an unknown breast structure, its behavior changes
and its a priori characterization becomes extremely difficult. This issue dramatically reduce the performance of RF tomographic
techniques that require coherent data where at least the antenna phase frequency response must be known for obtaining properly
focused reconstructions. A MUSIC-inspired detection algorithm is here proposed to address this problem of great relevance in
practical situations and its performance is assessed across a large number of scenarios. In particular, the analysis encompasses
the cases where:
· a single tumor is located at different position within the breast tissue;
· the co-presence of three tumors which are positioned at different distances from the skin layer;
· fibroglandular structures are also considered for critical benign/malignant tissue contrast.
As the primary task of this investigation is to detect and localize tumors inside the breast tissue, a linear modelin conjunction

to a MUSIC-like algorithmis adoptedto develop detection algorithm. This avoids the disadvantages associated with non-linear
optimization. In particular, a multi-monostatic/multifrequency configuration is employed.

The paper is organized as follows. Sections II, III and IV, are respectively devoted to the introduction of the adopted phantom,
the antenna design and the detection algorithm description. Numerical analysis is discussed in Section V.

II. T HE PHANTOM

The cancer detection problem is addressed by considering the simplified breast phantom displayed in Fig. 1. It consists of
a coaxial cylindrical structure with a diameter2rs = 100 mm which simulates the skin and breast tissue layers. The tumor is
a smaller cylinder of5-mm diameter that is inserted inside the breast tissue.

The phantom is immersed in a coupling medium with a relative dielectric permittivityεm = 10. Moreover, it is400 mm
long (i.e., more than4 times the wavelengthλ in the coupling medium at the lower edge frequency of1 GHz) in order to
prevent the impact of unwanted diffractive effects on the fields collected at the central cross-section of the phantom.
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the antipodal Vivaldi antenna.

The electromagnetic properties of skin, benign and malignant mammary tissues have been set according to [25]. In particular,
the skin thicknessrb − rs is 2 mm, which is much lower than wavelength in medium. Accordingly, this is modelled by using
just a conductivityσs of 4 S/m and a relative dielectric permittivityεs of 36. The breast tissue is represented by using a first
order Debye modelεb = ε∞b + (ε∞b − εsb)/(1 + jωτb) + σb/(jω) with εsb = 10, ε∞b = 7, σb = 0.15 S/m and relaxation
time τb = 7.0 ps. In the same fashion, the electromagnetic properties of the tumor tissue are given in terms of a Debye model
with εsc = 54, ε∞c = 4, σc = 0.7 S/m andτc = 7.0 ps. Finally, for the cases where fibroglandular tissues are present, they
have been modelled as in [26] to be between10% and50% electromagnetically denser than breast tissue. This corresponds to
the electric properties spanning in the rangesεsfg = 11− 15, ε∞fg10% = 7.7− 10.5, σfg10% = 0.165− 0.225 S/m, whereas
the relaxation timeτfg is kept constant at7.0 ps.

III. A NTENNA DESIGN

Since antenna calibrations or phase response estimations are not required by the detecting algorithm, efficient and complex
antenna geometries can be designed for improved coupling with mammary tissues. Large freedom is this way enabled to the
antenna designer. In addition, a more relaxed broadband antenna behavior compared to other UWB approaches is affordable
due to the fact that the system operates on a discrete set of frequencies rather than on continuous spectrum.

An antipodal planar Vivaldi antenna was chosen for its compactness, directive behavior and broad impedance matching
properties. In Fig. 2 the geometry of the Vivaldi antenna along with its characteristic parametersL and W, which define the
overall geometry and strongly affect the antenna’s resonances, are shown.

The antenna is designed to work immersed in a coupling medium that presents dielectric properties which are similar to the
breast tissue (see previous section) in the frequency band of interest. While this solution enables more energy to be coupled
between the antenna and the phantom, a strong degree of miniaturization can be also achieved. Moreover, as we are operating
in the frequency range greater than1 GHz, the antenna sideW placed against the skin layer, can be kept small. This choice
is very convenient when a number of sensors-(up to18 in this paper)-have to be positioned around the breast phantom.

The design of the printed antipodal Vivaldi antenna has been aided by the computationally efficient multiobjective evolutionary
algorithm ParEGO [27]. As a result of a150 evaluation loop, the algorithm controls the generator points of the spline-based
arms for an optimized return loss not greater than8 dB between1−3 GHz (100% bandwidth) with the antenna fully immersed
into the coupling medium. A solution of water and paraffin oil can be used for this purpose as suggested in [14].

The antenna has been realized with a1.58 mm thick Taconic CER10 substrate, which presents a stable dielectric constant
equal to10 across the operating frequency range.

The behavior of the antenna positioned against a similar phantom was studied in [13]. It was observed that the phantom has
a loading effect on the antenna that corresponds to an overall improved matching over the frequencies of interest.

IV. D ETECTION ALGORITHM

The scattered field data are collected under a multi-monostatic configuration (i.e. TX and RX are co-located) over a circle
Σ of radiusrs = 50 mm in correspondence toN measurement positions(ro1, ro2, · · · , roN ).

As mentioned above, we are mainly interested in the detection and the localization of small (with respect to the wavelength)
tumors. Therefore, the field scattered by each single tumor can be represented in terms of low frequency model, where only
the first order multipole can be considered as relevant [28]. Moreover, as onlyqualitative information is of concern (i.e. the
degree of contrast of the scatterer is not required for the detection procedure), while developing the imaging algorithm, we
neglect mutual scattering, so that a linear model can be conveniently adopted for the scattering phenomenon [8].

Accordingly, givenM the number of scatterers located at(r1, r2, · · · , rM ), (with N > M ), the scattered field vector can
be written as
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ES(f) = A(f)b(f) (1)

wheref is the working frequency,b(f) is the [M, 1] vector of the in-homogeneities scattering coefficients andA(f) is the
[N, M ] propagator which maps the scatterers to the scattered field. In particular, itsn-th column has the form

An(rn; f) = [G2(ro1, rn; f), G2(ro2, rn; f), · · · , G2(roN , rn; f)]T (2)

G(·) being the Green’s function corresponding to a homogeneous medium having the same electromagnetic parameters as the
breast tissue, hence skin is not accounted for.

From eq. (1) it can be seen that, while the scattering coefficient vector accounts for the objects’ contrasts, information
concerning their locations is embodied within the columns ofA(f). Therefore, as we are interested in retrieving such positions,
disregarding contrast characterizations, a subspace projection method like MUSIC [21] can be adopted.

To this end, the correlation matrix is built up as follows

R(f) = ES(f)EH
S (f) = A(f) B(f) AH(f) (3)

wherebH(f) andAH(f) are the Hermitian vector and matrix ofb(f) andA(f), respectively, andB(f) = b(f) bH(f).
According to [21], scatterers’ locations can be identified by finding thesteeringvectors which are orthogonal to the so-

called noisesubspace. This requires computing the eigen-spectrum ofR(f) and the steering vectors consisting of columns
Ak(f) = Ak(rk; f)/‖Ak(rk; f)‖ evaluated in correspondence to the trial positionrk.

However, here, as the scattering coefficient vector is deterministic,B(f) and henceR(f) are rank-deficient with rank one.
This suggests to adopt the only significant singular vectoru1(f) of R(f) to implement the detection algorithm. Accordingly,
the following scheme to identify the scatterers’ locations is used

P (rk; f) = 1/|log(| < Ak(f), u1(f) > |)| (4)

whereAk is evaluated at the trial positionrk according to the definition given above and< ·, · > denotes the Hermitian scalar
product. Accordingly, detection is achieved for non-zero values of the indicator functionP (·).

As R(f) is rank deficient some artifacts can appear in the reconstructed image. To avoid this inconvenience, some methods
to restore the rank of the correlation matrix in conjunction with multifrequency illumination [29] or a multistatic configuration
[30] can be employed. Both methods requirecoherencebetween the different data acquisitions. However, while the antenna
response is known in free-space, when in close proximity to breast tissue, the response changes. That is why the single-
frequency approach is considered in (4). To counteract artifactsa multiple frequenciesversion of MUSIC as incan be adopted
as in [31]. Here, we propose to modify the detection scheme by accommodating multifrequency data as

Pmf (rk) = 1/|log(
Nf∏
n=1

| < Ak(fn), u1(fn) > |) (5)

whereNf is the number of adopted frequencies andfn is then-th frequency.
It is expected thatbeatingprojections at different frequencies helps in reducing the occurrence of spurious artifacts due to

reduced rank ofR.
Although, a simplified phantom was adopted, it includes sources of in-homogeneity (i.e. skin and fibroglandular structures)

that are not considered in the Green’s function definition. Regarding the homogeneity assumption and matrixAk definition, we
remark that only the correlation matrixR and the adopted steering vector are relevant in the detection stage. While the steering
vector is actually formed according to the homogeneity assumption, the correlation matrix is not. Indeed,R is constructed
starting from measurements which take into account the actual breast configuration. The scenarios under investigation always
refer to an in-homogeneous breast due to the presence of the skin layer and, in most cases, fibrograndular structures. Moreover,
these in-homogeneities are never considered in the steering vector formation.

As a concluding remark it is remarked that what is actually collected to perform reconstruction is the scattering
parameter S11(ron, f). Therefore, in order to obtain the scattered field, data must be calibrated by compensating
for the the antenna frequency response in transmissionHt(f) and reception Hr(f). However, due to the adopted
multimonostatic configuration and the incoherent strategy adopted in eq. (5)Ht(f) and Hr(f) do not play any role
while achieving detection. This is a very important features of the presented detection scheme as antenna frequency
response become itself unknown when sensors are located in close proximity of an unknown breast.
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Fig. 3. Detection of a tumor for different distances from the skin. Black marker denotes actual tumor’s center.

V. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION

The detection system whose functional parts have been described in the previous sections is now tested in different scenarios.
Each case considered corresponds to a stressing condition for the detection algorithm and aims to evaluate the robustness of
the full system. In particular, synthetic data have been generated by CST Microwave Studio [32] by collecting the scattered
field over 12 or 18 different positions taken uniformly around the breast phantom at multiples of30o or 20o, respectively,
whereas10 beating frequencies within the band1 − 3 GHz are adopted. In order to evaluate the performance achievable by
the detection system different metrics are employed:
· Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM);
· Signal-to-Clutter Ratio (SCR);
· Signal-to-Mean Ratio (SMR);
· Spatial displacement (SD).
The FWHM expresses the degree of resolution and is given by twice the distance between the peak value in the reconstruction

and the points where the energy drops to half the maximum value, averaged over the different directions. The SCR and SMR
compare the maximum tumor response in the reconstructed image with the maximum and the average clutter response in the
same image, respectively. In particular, clutter is evaluated outside the tumor region and is estimated as twice the FWHM. The
SD measures the error in tumor localization and accounts for the difference between the position of the tumor as peak value
in the reconstruction and as actual center position in the scanned phantom [24].

In order to obtain the scattered field, clutter is removed by subtracting the average trace from those collected by each sensor.
Finally, we outline that, all cases presented below have been obtained by corrupting the scattered field with an additive white
complex Gaussian noise with signal-to-noise ratioSNR = 10 dB.

A. Presence of one tumor

The system detection capability has been initially tested in the presence of one5 mm-diameter tumor and the Vivaldi antenna
scanning the phantom across12 positions spaced30o from each other.

In order to obtain a general understanding of the achievable performance the tumor has been positioned in three different
locations.

More specifically, a single malignant in-homogeneity has been placed at the coordinates(40, 20) mm (i.e., just below the
skin tissue), at(20, 20) mm and(0, 6) mm, respectively. All the positions are referred to the center of the coaxial structure
and are addressed as positiona, b andc in Fig. 3.
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TABLE I

METRICS FOR THE CASE OF A SINGLE TUMOR.

Metrics FWHM (mm) SCR (dB) SMR (dB) SD (mm)

Position a 7.2 5.9 14.4 2.8

Position b 5 14.7 22.4 0.99

Position c 4 12.7 19.3 1.2
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Fig. 4. Detection of three tumors simultaneously present within the breast and located at different distances from the skin. Black markers denote actual
tumor positions. a: reconstruction obtained by12 sensors; b: reconstruction obtained by18 sensors.

Positiona takes into account the least favorable scenario for detection as very few scans contribute in reconstructing the
target. In fact, for most of the scans, the distance between the antenna and the tumor is very large and the related scattered
signals are strongly attenuated. As illustrated in Fig. 3a, the detection is correctly performed, although a certain loss of resolution
can be also observed. Compared to the previous case, positionb represents a more balanced scenario as the antenna gets close
to the tumor in a larger number of scans. From Fig. 3b it can be observed that the maximum of the reconstruction occurs
where the tumor center lies as positioned in the phantom (black marker). Finally, positionc represents a particular case for
the tumor being located very close to the center of the scanning rotation. This corresponds to a stress situation for the system
as the algorithm works close to an ambiguity condition (i.e. equal scattered signal detected at each scan). However, also for
this case, the tumor is correctly detected with high accuracy and low artifacts level.

Table I gives a quantitative measure of the achievable performance for the three positions considered above. It can be
observed that the tumor size in the third case is underestimated. This can occur as the detection algorithm estimates the tumor
centers disregarding their size. This explains the FWHM results obtained as this parameter gives a measure on how accurate
is such center estimation rather then the tumor size.

B. Presence of three tumors

In this section the detection system has been tested against a scattering scenario where three tumors are simultaneously
present. The aim is to address a situation consisting of a combination of the challenging scenarios from previous sections.

The three tumors are located in(20, 20) mm, (−25, 25) mm and(−5,−10) mm, respectively.
First, we consider the same configuration with12 scanning positions as above. The corresponding reconstruction is reported

in Fig. 4a. It can be seen thatall not all targets arediscernable from clutter artifacts detected and well localized. However,In
particular the tumor located under the skin and the one close to the breast center are more weakly reconstructed. This could
be expected as it is consistent with previous results. This situation can be largely improved by adding more sensorpositions.
-, for example, by rotating the whole system as in [?]-. The reconstruction corresponding to the number of sensorpositions
increased up to18 is shown in the same figure on right panel. It can be now observed that all tumors are more discernible
against clutter artifacts.

C. Presence of fibroglandular structures

In a more general and realistic scenario, breast tissue composition can be characterized as one of four types:
1) the breast is almost entirely fat;
2) there are scattered islands of fibroglandular tissue;
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Fig. 5. a: Configuration layout; Tumor detection with FGS/breast contrast at b:10%; c: 30%; d: 50%.

3) the breast tissue is heterogeneously dense (which may lower the sensitivity of mammography);
4) the breast tissue is extremely dense (which will always lower the sensitivity of mammography).

At X-ray frequencies, breast cancers are radiodense (e.g., white on mammograms), radioluscent fat generally appears
dark gray-to-black on mammograms and provides an excellent background in which to see small cancers. However, dense
fibroglandular breast tissue can obscure small cancers [33]. For this reason, this type of healthy breast tissue must be considered
in a more complete evaluation of a cancer detection system.

As type1) scenarios have been considered in previous sections, the breast cancer detection is now performed in presence of
fibroglandular structures. In particular, two scenarios were designed in order to take into account type2) and3) breast tissue
distributions.

1) Islands of fibroglandular tissue:This scenario represents a stress condition for the algorithm as the FGSs present similar
scattering behavior to the tumor and certain interference occurs among them. The tumor center estimation is reported in Fig.
5 (panelsb, c andd) and the corresponding metrics in Table II.

As can be seen, also for this case, the detection system is able to filter the scattered fields coming from the FGSs and
properly localize the tumor.

TABLE II

METRICS FOR THE CASE ISLAND CUTTER.

Metrics FWHM (mm) SCR (dB) SMR (dB) SD (mm)

10% 4.8 10.3 15.3 0.98

30% 6 9.22 13.55 1

50% 6.4 8.14 12.34 1.1

2) Large fibroglandular region:In this section, the main focus is still on testing the detection system in the presence
of clutter which arises from fibrograndular structures. In this section an extended fibrograndular region that surrounds the
tumor is considered. In particular, the tumor located at(10, 0) mm is embedded within an ellipse whose axes and whose
dielectric properties are varied. We start by considering a fibroglandular structure whose dielectric and conductivity properties
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Fig. 6. Tumor detection with different FGS structure sizes.

are increased of10% from those ofnormalbreast tissue considered in the previous cases, whereas its size is varied as described
in panelsa, c ande in fig.6. The corresponding detection results are displayed in panelsb, d and f of the same figure whereas
the metrics are reported in Tab. III. As can be seen, the tumor is well detected in all cases. However, as expected, resolution
and other metrics significantly reduce when the fibrograndular structure enlarges.

In order to assess the role of fibrograndular structure contrast, we now consider the same case as in panela of Fig. 6.
However, while the size of fibrograndular structure is kept fixed its contrast is further increased up to50%. Detection results
and corresponding metrics are reported in Fig. 7 and Tab. IV. The system succeeds in detecting the small tumor in all
investigated cases and the achievable performance are better than those shown for the previous case. At least for resolution,
this can be expected. In fact, to obtain focussed reconstruction what is relevant is the mismatch between the assumed and the
actual propagation path. This depends on the size as well as the contrast of the fibrograndular structure.

3) Island and large fibroglandular region:In this section we consider a fibrograndular structure that simultaneously includes
extended and small formations of different size. These are randomly distributed within the breast tissue. Finally, different level
of fibrograndular contrast are considered.

The layout of the configuration and the corresponding reconstructions are reported in Fig. 8, whereas Tab. V lists the relevant
metrics.

As can be seen, it becomes more difficult to discern tumor against clutter artifacts (see values of SCR and SMR) than in
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TABLE III

METRICS FOR THE CASE OF LARGE FIBROGANDULAR REGION WITH VARYING SIZE.

Metrics FWHM (mm) SCR (dB) SMR (dB) SD (mm)

case a 5.4 10.7 15.2 0.05

case b 7.8 4.7 8.75 0.71

case c 7.8 4.3 9.3 0.3

TABLE IV

METRICS FOR THE CASE OF LARGE FIBROGANDULAR REGION WITH VARYING CONTRAST.

Metrics FWHM (mm) SCR (dB) SMR (dB) SD (mm)

10 % 5.4 10.7 15.2 0.05

30 % 7.2 4.2 8.3 1.3

50 % 7.8 3.69 7.810.2 0.6

previous cases. However, by comparing reconstructions of Fig. 8 and the ones corresponding to the same scenario but obtained
by background subtraction (not reported here) we found that this is mainly due to the adopted clutter rejection method.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A novel RF breast cancer detection system has been introduced in this paper. The system components consisting of a
simplified phantom, a MUSIC-inspired detection algorithm and a ParEGO Vivaldi antenna have been described in detail.
A simplified 2-D phantom was used to assess the performance, while the system was implemented with a realistic antenna
and tested in different critical scenarios. Together with visual reconstruction of the detection algorithm results, its performance
was measured by suitable metrics such as Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM), Signal-to-Clutter Ratio (SCR), Signal-to-Mean
Ratio (SMR) and Spatial displacement (SD). Detection was successful in the presence of a single 5-mm tumor when positioned
at different distances from the skin layer. But also when 3 tumoral in-homogeneities are introduced the detecting system is
proven to be successful. Finally, the system was tested in the presence of fibro-glandular structures (FGS) that strongly reduce
the dielectric contrast between benign and malignant tissues. For both scattered and large FGS, the tumor was correctly detected
with a high degree of precision. In conclusion, the proposed RF detection system here presented offers encouraging performance
for early-stage breast cancer diagnostics. Its MUSIC-like algorithm proves to be suitable for a non-ideal antenna and performs
correctly in critical scenarios. In particular, this algorithm does not require any antenna calibration or phase response estimation.
The employment of efficient and complex antenna geometries is allowed without difficult algorithm redefinitions. In fact, multi-
frequency data are not used for de-correlation purposes [29] or to construct a wideband estimator [34]. In those cases, data
might be coherent and thus information about the antenna would be necessary. Alternatively, we separately performed different
reconstructions at each frequency. This eliminates the necessity of a priori antenna phase response characterization. Moreover,
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Fig. 7. Tumor detection with FGS/breast contrast at a:30%; b: 50%;
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Fig. 8. a: Configuration layout; Tumor detection with FGS/breast contrast at b:10%; c: 30%; d: 50%.

TABLE V

METRICS FOR THE CASE OF LARGE ISLAND PLUS FIBROGANDULAR REGION WITH VARYING CONTRAST.

Metrics FWHM (mm) SCR (dB) SMR (dB) SD (mm)

10 % 5.8 5.26 8.9 0.8

30 % 5.8 3.97 7.71 2.2

50 % 5.84 1.91 5.71 2.32

the broadband antenna requirement is more relaxed compared to other UWB approaches, as the system operates on a discrete
set of frequencies rather than on continuous spectrum.
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